ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
he key concept in this study is the description of the meaning of accounting information. Such a description would provide background and fundamental concepts to the development of a theory of meaning in the discipline.
The theory of meaning is rooted in the concept of measurement. According to Luce et al (1990) all processes of measurement must have criteria for determining the meaningfulness of the information produced. This suggests that all measurement information is considered to be meaningful information. The concept of seeking criteria to determine the usefulness of measurement information is known as the meaningfulness problem in measurement theory. Narens (2002) adds to this view by pointing out that the concept of information meaningfulness describes a theoretical position about scientific content and its role in inference. This means that a theory of meaningfulness describes the inferences that may be drawn from measurement information without distorting the meaning of the measure. If this is the case, it follows that measurement information can only be meaningful if the nature of valid inferences that may be drawn from the information are specified.
Several sources in accounting literature (see, IASB, 2009; Wolk et al, 2002) highlight that accounting is a measurement discipline. If this is the case, then a user of accounting information would expect to find an outline of the valid inferences that may be drawn from accounting information. Furthermore, such an outline of the valid inferences should be supported by a clear description of a theory of the meaningfulness of accounting information. However, studies by authors such as Evans (2003) ; Francis and Schipper, (1999) ; Lev and Zarowin, (1999) ; Sterling, (1997) highlight that users of accounting information have not been able to draw valid inferences from accounting information and as a result have sought alternative sources of financial information. This indicates that users of accounting information have not been able to take a firm theoretical position about the scientific content of accounting information in the financial statements. Hence, this also suggests that the financial statements do not have a clear description of a theory of the meaningfulness of accounting information. Since, it has been highlighted that all measurement information must be meaningful information this viewpoint also weakens the accounting discipline's position as a measurement discipline.
In the light of the discussion above, the purpose of this study is to find out the shortcomings in the accounting theory of meaningfulness and to prescribe solutions to them. This would enable users to take a firm theoretical position about the scientific content of accounting information in the financial statements thereby increasing their confidence in the financial statements.
This study commences with a discussion of the research problem, purpose of the research and the research methodology in Section 2 and its subsections. This is followed by a brief discussion of the concept of meaningfulness in Section 3 followed by a discussion of the relationship between meaningfulness and the typologies of scales in Section 3 and its subsections. Section 4 review accounting literature with respect to its meaningfulness while, Section 5 examines the relationship between meaningfulness and the logic of hypothesis testing and, Section 6 concludes the study
RESEARCH PROBLEM
The problem being addressed in this study concerns the inability of users of accounting information to take a firm theoretical position about the scientific of content of information contained in the financial statements.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to highlight the shortcomings of the accounting concept of meaningfulness from the representational measurement perspective and to suggest ways of addressing the problems.
Critical literature analysis
For over the past fifty years research and scholarship in accounting and management has focused on providing insights and advanced understanding of the usefulness of accounting information. According to Kaplan (2011) much of this scholarship has focused on how information and markets interact, including the information content of numbers. This means that accounting scholarship and research is interested in the use to which accounting information may be put by users. In measurement theory, the usefulness of information is determined by the concept of the meaningfulness of information. Since, accounting is considered to be a measurement discipline (see, IASB, 2010; Wolk et al, 2002) , it follows that accounting information is bound by the representational measurement concept of meaningfulness. As noted in Section 1 for long accounting research and scholarship (see, Agoglia et al, 2011; Evans, 2003; Francis and Schipper, 1999; Lev and Zarowin, 1999; Sterling, 1997) have noted that users have not been able to take a firm theoretical position on the scientific content of the information contained in the financial statements. That is to say users are not able to make inference that can be described in a dichotomous manner. This makes their inferences drawn from accounting information vague and ambiguous.
Some earlier studies by authors such as Zebda (1991), Fellner (1961) , and Franke (1978) , have noted that ambiguity and vagueness exist in many accounting and auditing decisions. This suggests that it has been noted that for long users of accounting information have not been able take a firm theoretical position on the scientific content of the information contained in the financial statements. From the representational perspective, Luce et al (1990) point out that information can only be described as measurement information if it has the quality of meaningfulness that is described in unambiguous terms. If this is the case then, this implies that the concept of the meaningfulness of accounting information has not been adequately addressed. Hence, it may be argued that accounting might not be a true measurement discipline after all.
The concept of meaningfulness
The principles of modern measurement theory are synonymous with the representational theory of measurement. The representational theory of measurement originated in the social sciences with the work of Scott and Suppes, (1958) . Since then, it has developed through the works of Luce et al, (1971 Luce et al, ( , 1989 Luce et al, ( , 1990 , and Narens (2002) into a yardstick of measurement in social scientific disciplines. In tandem with the development of the representational theory has been the move towards the view of the process of measurement as an information process. This viewpoint became central to the development of theories of meaningfulness in measurement.
According to Narens (2002:746) "...the only meaningful forms of measurement are equivalent to the representational theory; i.e., each meaningful set of measuring functions on a qualitative domain A has a characterization as a set of structure preserving mappings from a qualitative structure with domain A into a purely mathematical structure". This definition highlights the in tandem development of the informational view of measurement with the representational form of measurement theory. It is also clear that these two perspectives are viewed as forming the basis for the study of qualitative aspects of measurement information. The implications of this view on a social scientific discipline such as accounting is that all its numerical assignments must comply with the principles of representation for the information it produces to be useful. Furthermore, given that the IASB (2009) points out that accounting information must be produced in such a way that is useful to users it follows that it is imperative that accounting principles must comply with the principles of representational measurement.
The current approach to meaningfulness in measurement originated with Stevens' typologies of scales. This approach to meaningfulness makes it is essential to proscribe operations that use scales that do not fit in the process of representational measurement. Advocates of this approach consider meaningfulness to be absolute. For example, Townsend and Ashby (1984:394) state: "As is perhaps obvious, meaningfulness is an all or none concept. Thus, a statement cannot be almost meaningful". In measurement, it is clear that information is restricted to provably meaningful statements. It follows that measurement does not proceed by making statements that are inevitably in error or by formulating that are expected to be incorrect and then trying to do better. As Luce et al (1990:325) It is clear that the debate of meaning in measurement reverts to the mathematics of measurement theory. That is, an individual has to know the attributes they wish to measure, the questions they wish to ask about the attribute, and that the numerical assignments made to these attributes preserves the peculiar features and relations among the attributes. When this happens, it means that measurements have been made on one of the recognized scales (i.e., Nominal, Ordinal, Interval, and Ratio). It follows that mappings of the information other than those permissible on the scale of measurement used would destroy the meaning of the information. As a result, operations to map the information should be selected from those that are permissible on the scale. With respect to the accounting discipline, it follows that accounting information has to be measured on one of the recognized scales (i.e., Nominal, Ordinal, Interval, and Ratio). This means that accounting information must specify the relationship between the empirical relational structure and the abstract structure for the information to be considered measurement information. The IASB (2009) points out that the attributes that are essential to measure in the preparation of the financial statements are cost and value. The literature further reiterates that monetary units must be used as the abstract structure of choice in measuring these attributes. This implies that the scales of measurement in accounting can only be specified in terms of the relationship between monetary units and cost or value. Therefore, it can be concluded that for accounting information to be meaningful, it is necessary to specify the scales used to measure cost or value.
MEANINGFULNESS AND TYPOLOGIES OF SCALES
The concept of a scale views the meaningfulness of statements about data for different scales as preserved under permissible transformations. According to Luce et al (1990) the essence of meaningfulness is embodied in the description of scale type and permissible statistics. This means that the soul of meaningfulness is personified by the description of the type of scale used and the statistics permissible on the scale. The tying of the concept of meaningfulness to the concept of a scale began with Stevens (1946)'s theory of scales of measurement. He presented the hierarchy of data scales based on the invariance of their meaning under different classes of transformations. According to this theory, scales that preserve meaning under a wide variety of transformations convey less information than those whose meaning is preserved by only a restricted class of transformations. For example, using the description of ordinal scale measurement given by Luce et al. (1971) , deductions of expressions of the representation and uniqueness theorems on ordinal scale measurements are made to show that the structure of these scales can only be preserved under monotonic transformations. This deduction is given below: http://www.cluteinstitute.com/ © 2012 The Clute Institute
To show an expression of the representation theorem, assume that a scale, b, is used to assign real numbers in a set of real numbers N to the elements of a set, S, of observed phenomena and it is required that the numbers be assigned so that for all k and m in S, b (k) >b ( When drawing inferences from measurement information it is necessary to understand the type of inferences that may be drawn. The inferences drawn should preserve the structure of the empirical relational system represented by the ordinal mapping. Stevens (1951:25) used the term permissible statistics to describe the type of statistical analyses that preserve the ordinality of the mapping shown above. Therefore, the expression of the uniqueness theorem for an ordinal scale measurement is proved if there is a transformation f that is permissible for an ordinal scale if and only if:
This analysis indicates that ordinal scale data is invariant under all transformations that preserve order. According to Stevens (1951) , the ordinal scale has a structure of what is called an isotonic or order preserving group. He asserts that this group is very large and includes all monotonic increasing functions, i.e. functions that never decrease and therefore do not have maxima. This reasoning reveals that the positive values on an ordinal scale may be replaced by their square or their logarithm or to perform a linear transformation, adding a constant or multiplying by another constant. With respect to the application of the ordinal scale in accounting, Musvoto (2008) notes that the classification of current assets or current liabilities in increasing or decreasing order of liquidity in the balance sheet implies the use of the ordinal scale. That is, the order among current assets or current liabilities in the balance sheet is defined by their liquidity. Therefore, if statistical analyses are carried out to obtain information on the order indicated by the liquidity relationship among current assets or current liabilities in the balance sheet; such analyses can only make sense if they provide information that is consistent with the order relationship that is defined by their liquidity. It follows that information can only be described as meaningful in relation to the relationship of liquidity among current assets in the balance sheet if it describes that relationship.
Similar arguments can also be developed for the interval scale. In order to develop an expression for the uniqueness theorem for the interval scale, the order (>) operator is replaced by the difference (-) operator. It follows that a transformation f is permissible for interval scale values if and only if there is a constant c such that:
It follows that linear transformations in which the same constant is added to each value or the multiplication of each value by a constant are permissible for interval scales (Stevens, 1951:25) . Consequently, the statistics that are permissible in addition to those on the ordinal scale are the mean, standard deviation, order correlation and product moment correlation. With respect to the use of interval scales in accounting Musvoto (2008) explains that the interval scale is used in the accounting discipline in the measurement of monetary units. He points out that monetary units are placed at equal intervals, so that they can be counted to give the total amount of monetary units paid to acquire a commodity, or the total amount assigned to an element of the financial statements during recognition. Consideration was given an item costing ten dollars that is paid for using one-dollar bills and Musvoto (2008) states: "In order to get ten dollars it is necessary to count out ten one-dollar bills. It is important that the one-dollar bills are of equal worth so that ten of them can be counted to the get ten dollars needed to purchase the item. But if someone-dollar bills are worth much more than others, then perhaps fewer one-dollar bills need be counted to get to ten dollars. Therefore, the interval of worthiness cannot be considered to be equal among the one-dollar bills counted to give ten dollars. For an interval scale to hold, it is necessary that successive items in a relationship be at equal intervals in terms of that relationship. Meaningful statistical analyses about the ten dollars paid for the item are those that indicate that the one-dollar bills counted to get to ten dollars were of equal worthiness". Therefore, it follows that meaningful measurement information is that which tells the truth about the object it is describing.
With respect to the ratio scale Luce et al. (1971:10) assert that ratio it preserve relative ratios. This indicates that ratio scales have a defined zero point which may not be changed. Consequently, it is possible to multiply ratio scale data by a constant but logs may not be taken nor may a constant be added. Therefore, to develop an expression for the uniqueness theorem for the ratio scale, it follows from this that the permissible transformations on the ratio scale satisfy:
for some constant c. The statistics that are permissible on a ratio scale in addition to those of the nominal, ordinal and the interval scale are the geometric mean, coefficient of variation and decibel transformations.
In relation to ratio scale measurement in accounting Musvoto (2008) argues that ratio scales are used in the measurement of monetary units and that ratio scale measurements are measurements on the extensive scale. That is to say ratio scales have the same properties as natural numbers. This suggests that monetary units also have the same properties as the natural numbers. In the paragraph above all kinds of statistical analyses that can be carried out on ratio scale measurements were listed. It follows that all kinds of kinds of statistical analysis may be carried out on measures of monetary units.
Nominal scales are at the bottom of the hierarchy. They do not require numerical assignments, but rather unique identifiers. It follows from this that they are invariant under transformations that preserve the relationship between the identifiers and the objects they represent. Therefore, it is permissible to perform on the values, operations that do not combine or confuse identifies.
Meaningfulness and permissible statistics
In Section 3 it was noted that the study of meaningfulness in measurement theory examines the relationship between the objects represented and the symbols used to represent them. That is, the study of meaningfulness is equivalent to the study of the properties of a scale of measurement. Stevens' (1946 Stevens' ( , 1951 original development of ideas of meaningfulness and invariance are closely tied to the question of appropriate and permissible statistics. He argues that measurement information is meaningful under a set of permissible statistics that leave the scale invariant. This claim suggests that permissible statistics are those statistical analyses that accurately reflect the properties of the object the measurement information wishes to represent. It follows that measurement information is meaningful when the statistical interpretations made of it do not change the phenomena that the information purports to represent. It can also be inferred that it is necessary to know in advance the type of statistical analyses that leave the scale of measurement used in producing measurement information invariant. If this is the case, it can also be inferred that the statements that define the meaning of measurement information should be specified with the information.
In the accounting discipline, authors such as Chambers (1997), Willet (1987) , Staubus (2004) and Ryan et al. (2002) assert that the scale of measurement between value and monetary units is not specified. This means that the relationship between monetary units and value is not known. In Section 2 it was highlighted that the specification of the scale of measurement is necessary for the establishment of the meaningfulness of measurement information. In other words, the meaningfulness of accounting information that describes the relationship between monetary units and value cannot be established. Therefore, the type of statistical analysis that may be applied to accounting information that describes the relationship between monetary units and value in order to draw accurate meaning about value cannot be specified. This creates a proliferation of statistical analyses that may be carried out on information about monetary units and value.
According to Luce et al. (1990:294) the link between meaningfulness and statistics is obvious. They argue that statistical calculations involve various numerical functions f (x1…xk), such as the arithmetic mean or the standard deviation, for a set of measurements (e.g., x1.,…., xk), and as a result it seems reasonable to require that the numerical relations defined by such functions be meaningful relative to the underlying empirical structure. This demonstrates that statistical analysis of measurement information that is meaningful is equivalent to the mapping of measurement information onto an abstract structure, while preserving the structure of the phenomenon that is http://www.cluteinstitute.com/ © 2012 The Clute Institute represented by the measurement information. It also follows that statistical analyses on measurement information should be meaningful relative to the underlying empirical structure. It can therefore be concluded that the term meaningfulness is used to capture the idea that information may have little, or a great deal of, meaning in the sense that it conveys knowledge about an object or state of affairs.
Stevens ' (1951; 1946) typology of scales suggest that the determination of the meaningfulness of measurement information requires the specification of the scale used in measurement and the establishment of the statistical analyses that leave the scale invariant. Under Stevens' typology of scale, scale types are evident from the data, independent of the questions asked of the data. In Section 3 it was indicated that scale types can be nominal, ordinal, interval or ratio scales, and that these scales are arranged in a hierarchy. The lowest ranking scale is the nominal, followed by the ordinal and the interval with the top of the hierarchy being the ratio scale. The properties of lower ranking scales are incorporated in the higher-ranking scales. The meaningfulness of lower-ranking scales and permissible statistics on lower-ranking scales are incorporated into the higher-ranking scales. Therefore, it can be inferred from this that the meaningfulness of information increases in direct proportion to the increase in the permissible statistics, with the nominal scale being the least meaningful scale followed by the ordinal, interval and the ratio scale, which is the most meaningful. The following identity can be formulated: Let M be the meaningfulness of information, and let S be the permissible statistics, then M = kS, where k is a constant. Figure . 1 below illustrates this relationship. Figure. 1 Stevens' scales of measurement against the concept of meaningfulness Source: Own Observation Figure.1 illustrates the relationship between the permissible statistics and the meaningfulness of information. The distinguishing feature of this graph is that it reflects a step function. The most peculiar feature of the concept of meaningfulness is that, within the limits of a specified scale, meaningfulness does not change unless a new scale is introduced. It also reflects that either permissible statistics are defined within a specific scale or they are not. The graph also shows the hierarchy of scales. It indicates that lower ranking are incorporated in higher-ranking scales. The meaningfulness of lower-ranking scales is incorporated in high-ranking scales. It is also clear from the graph that defining a high-ranking scale automatically implies the definition of lower-ranking scales. Furthermore,
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Nominal Interval Ratio since it has been outlined in Section 2 that meaningfulness is an all or nothing concept, the graph has an arbitrary starting point on both axes because it is not clear exactly what transpires before the nominal scale initially establishes meaningfulness.
ACCOUNTING AND THE CONCEPT OF MEASUREMENT THROUGH MEANINGFULNESS
In Section 2 it has been pointed out that compliance with the principles of representational measurement is critical for the production of meaningful in formation. This means that it is crucial for accounting practices and principles to be in harmony with the principles of representational measurement if meaningful information is to be produced by accounting processes. However, accounting practices have not been in compliance with the principles of representational measurement. This non-compliance could be sighted as the reason the usefulness of accounting information is questionable (see, Evans 2003; Francis and Schipper, 1999; Lev and Zarowin, 1999; Sterling, 1997) . For example, Vickrey (1970) notices that the accounting discipline lacks a theory of measurement due to the absence of a specified additive attribute. An additive attribute would lead to a ratio scale measurement in accounting. If this attribute were present it would lead to the production of accounting information that is meaningful on the ratio scale. Furthermore ratio scale measurement uses the realist's perspective of measurement. According to Michell, (1995) the realist's theory of measurement advocates that measurements should reflect the empirical properties of the object they are representing. This means that quantifications in accounting would reflect the intrinsic properties of the accounting attribute being measured. It is important to note that both cost and value that are sighted in the accounting literature (IASB, 2009) as the attributes of the financial statements to be measured are not additive properties, and as a result they are not measurable on the ratio scale. The only aspect that is measurable on a ratio scale in accounting is the numerosity of monetary units (Musvoto, 2008) . This means that inference about the meaningfulness of accounting information can only be made on the ratio scale level of measuring the numerosity of monetary units. It is important to note that meaningful inference cannot be drawn about either cost or value from the measurements of the numerosity of monetary units.
Chambers (1997) also notes the lack of meaningfulness of accounting information when he refers to the lack of a scale of measurement and the lack of specified attributes of measurement. In Section 2 it was noted that in the representational context information is meaningful once a scale of measurement is specified. As Narens (2002:760) notes the association between the concept of meaningfulness and the scale of measurement in the traditional form of representational measurement theory as follows:
A qualitative structure X is selected to capture the domain A of interest; a mathematical representing structure N is selected to measure X in terms of the scale S of homomorphisms of X into N; and meaningfulness is identified with a form of invariance associate S, e.g. with S-invariance.
This extract indicates that for measurement to take place, it is necessary to specify the qualitative structure of the phenomenon that one intends to measure and the mathematical structure one intends to use to represent the identified phenomenon. From the explanation above it is clear that a scale of measurement explains how an individual has used a mathematical structure to represent an empirical relational structure. It is also evident from this that in the absence of a specified scale of measurement, it would be impossible to know how a mathematical structure has been used to represent an empirical relational structure. It follows that, if a scale of measurement is not specified, it would not be possible to relate the numerical relational structure to the empirical relational structure that it is meant to represent. It is therefore clear from this that if this relationship (scale) cannot be established it will not be possible to draw useful inferences from the representing structure. The explanation above also highlights the need for the scale to be invariant. It is essential that the relationship between an empirical relational structure and a numerical relational structure stay the same. If this relationship was always changing it would be not possible to establish the real and exact relationship between the empirical relational structure and the numerical relational structure. The scale would become ambiguous and, as a result, inferences drawn from the scale would not be meaningful. It follows then that it is also necessary to specify the scales of measurement used in the measurement of accounting phenomena if accounting information is to be considered meaningful. With regard to the absence of a specified attribute of measurement in accounting, this severely compromises the meaningfulness of information. As noted in Section 3 Stevens (1946) , associates meaningfulness with invariance under permissible statistics. This means that the statistical analyses that are carried out on a set of measurement data should also be representative of the underlying empirical relational structure that the data set represents. This also indicates that the underlying empirical relational structure should be objective. That is, the empirical relational structure should be capable of being empirically verified.
Similarly Narens (2002: 761) states:
X is said to be a structure with meaningful primitives if and only if x is a qualitative structure and each primitive of X is meaningful.
This points out that a phenomenon that is subject to measurement can give rise to meaningful measurements if the phenomenon itself is meaningful. According to Luce and Narens (1994) , a qualitative structure and its primitives are meaningful if the qualitative structure has primitives that can be represented by a numerical relational structure: the qualitative structure can only be meaningful if it has attributes that are measurable. It can be inferred from this that the object of measurement can only lead to meaningful measurements if it has properties that are compatible with the principles of the representational theory of measurement. Luce et al., (1971) makes the point that a phenomenon is measurable if it has a qualitative structure that can be specified, and attributes that can be specified and which have empirical identities. In other words, phenomena that lead to meaningful measurements are those that have attributes that are empirically testable.
The IASB (2009) framework for financial reporting asserts that an item that meets the definition of an element of financial statements should be recognized in the financial statements if the item has a cost or value that can be measured with reliability. This point of view indicates that the phenomena that are subject to measurement in accounting are cost or value. It follows that cost or value should be objects that can be objectively determined. It can also be inferred that the statistical analyses carried out on the abstract structures that represent cost or value should leave the cost or the value of an element of the financial statement invariant.
However, cost and value are both subjective concepts. Authors such as Stamp (1981), Willet (1987) , Chambers (1997) , Staubus (2004) and Musvoto (2008) point out that value is an ambiguous concept and not an intrinsic property of an accounting entity. This suggests that value is not objective and cannot be determined objectively. The concept of cost cannot be determined objectively either because there is no agreement in accounting on what constitutes cost. This is made clear in a definition of cost. The IAS 38 (2009, Para 8) defines cost as follows:
Cost is the amount of cash or cash equivalents paid or the fair value of other consideration given to acquire an asset at the time of its acquisition or construction…
This suggests that cost is used as the value of the measurement function. Yet, cost was earlier (IASB, 2009) referred to as the domain of the measurement function. It was classified as the attribute that is the subject of measurement in accounting. This indicates that the accounting discipline has not fully recognized the distinction between the preformed theoretical constructs of the empirical relational system, the measurement function and the value of the measurement function. The absence of specified empirical relational structures for both cost and value imply that they are not measurable. Since it has been noted above (Luce and Narens, 1994 ) that meaningful measurements can only be constructed from phenomena that are measurable, it can be concluded that the empirical relational structure of both cost and value do not lead to meaningful measurements.
MEANINGFULNESS AND THE LOGIC OF HYPOTHESIS TESTING
In Section 3 the point was made (Stevens, 1951 (Stevens, , 1946 ) that the meaningfulness of statements about measurement information for different scale types is preserved under permissible transformations on those scales. This means that when specifying the meaningfulness of measurement information, the scale of measurement used in a process of measurement as well as the permissible statistics for that particular type of scale must also be specified. Once the scale of measurement and permissible statistics on a set of measurement data have been specified it is possible to determine whether a set of measurement data is meaningful.
However, Stevens' (1951 Stevens' ( , 1946 link between meaningfulness and permissible statistics is controversial. This link fails to take into account the logic of statistical hypothesis testing. Lord (1946) reflected the weakness in Stevens' (1946) work on meaningfulness by showing that the choice of permissible statistical tests for a given set of data does not depend on the representation and uniqueness theorems, but rather that they are dependent on the question they are designed to answer. It can also be inferred that this logic of meaningfulness of measurement data depends on data distributional assumptions: that is, if the data distributional assumptions are true, then the statistical calculations follow and provide firm grounds for inferences. If this logic is applied to accounting measurement it means that the nature of the statistical tests conducted on accounting information should not depend on how monetary amounts represent the values of the elements of financial statements (proving the representation and uniqueness theorem), but rather on whatever the user wants to use the information for.
Guttman (1977) points out that the statistical interpretation of data depends on the questions asked of it and on the kind of evidence that the enquirer would accept to inform him about that question. This means that it is the enquirer who determines what he wants from the information. This suggests that the questions asked of accounting information should be determined by the users of the information and not by the accountants or any other persons involved in the production of accounting information. The users know how they will use this information. They carry out statistical tests on accounting information that reveal whether this information is suitable for the task they want to perform.
CONCLUSIONS
The concept of meaningfulness is fundamental to every process of measurement. The inability of a process of measurement to establish the meaningfulness of the measurements it produces is a clear demonstration that it is not a process of measurement. Accounting is currently considered to be a measurement discipline. One would therefore expect accounting information to be meaningful. Meaningful statements about measurement information are those that preserve the relationship between the numerical relational structure and the empirical relational structure. Meaningful statements leave the scale of measurement invariant. In this study it has been argued that accounting information is not meaningful.
Despite the fact that the accounting literature suggests that accounting is a measurement discipline, an analysis of accounting measurement information indicates that this information is not meaningful. A recap of some of the main points discussed in this study is provided below:

The meaningfulness of statements about measurement data is preserved under transformations that are permissible on that data. Permissible transformations are those transformations that leave the scale of measurement used in a process of measurement invariant. A scale of measurement specifies the statistical procedures that may be carried out on measurement information. The concept of meaningfulness is an all or nothing concept. Either a statement is meaningful or it is not. 
The object of measurement in the accounting discipline is value or cost. Monetary units are used to represent the value of the elements of financial statements. This means that in the accounting discipline, meaningful statements about measurement information are those that preserve the relationship between monetary units and value.  In the accounting discipline there are no specified scales of measurement. Yet measurement information is meaningful once a scale of measurement is specified. Therefore, it is clear that accounting measurement information is currently not meaningful.
The value of an element of the financial statement is ambiguous. Thus, it follows that the value of such an element cannot be empirically tested. This means that the invariance of value cannot be established when a statistical procedure is performed on measurements of value. It follows from this that the meaningfulness of accounting information cannot be established.
The obvious conclusion that can be drawn from this study is that the numerical assignments made in the accounting discipline cannot be considered to be meaningful. They do not meet the requirements of the principles of the representational theory of measurement that establish meaningfulness.
